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Health is wealth says a popular proverb. With reduction in physical work and deterioration in quality
of fruits and vegetables that we eat, our body does not receive the nutrition and protein that it needs
to be fit. In such conditions, when our body is less resistant and more prone to diseases any bad
habit can prove to be hazardous to our life. With people getting addicted to smoking, drinking and
various other habits, there has been a drastic increase in diseases leading to early deaths. One bad
habit that has been the root cause for various diseases and deaths is smoking. Smoking is an
addiction that kills a person slowly without his knowledge. It is better to be away from smoking but if
you having got into it, and then itâ€™s high time to quit it. Many find it difficult to quit and thing How to
stop smoking. Though there are various medical ways to stop smoking, here are some tips how to
stop Smoking just your way:

1.	Determination: Your mind is your asset. Determine strongly in your mind that you want to quit
smoking.

2.	When your desire to smoke is taking a toll, drink a glass of water or orange juice. The sipping of
water or juice will subside your desire to smoke.

3.	Just divert your mood. Call somebody who does not smoke and tell your conviction to quit
smoking and divert your mood from smoking for that moment.

4.	Stop doing activities that are connected to smoking. For example, if you smoke every time you
have coffee or tea then stop drinking them and instead have some other healthy drinks

5.	Start a strict regime everyday that includes exercise and yoga which leads to concentration and
mental balance.

Maintaining health is not a rocket science. All you need is the desire to have Natural Health. Being
healthy means being internally strong, physically fit and mentally balanced. The perfect blend of all
this is Natural health. So here are some general tips that if followed regularly you can attain Natural
health:

1.	Eat healthy and keep an eye on what you eat. Eat everything but eat in a limit.

2.	A routine is a must. Ensure that you exercise or walk for a minimum of 30 minutes daily.

3.	Always keep your mind in good terms. Keep your cool and take things in a light way. A fit body
with a disturbed mind is of no use.

4.	Be nice to people and always keep a smile on your face. A smile is the only medicine that can
keep all your health problems away.

When we look healthy we feel healthy. There are thousands of beauty products in the market. All
you need to do is choose those that best suit your skin. For that it is better to consult a beautician
and know your skin first and then buy the beauty products that suit you. Many beauticians prefer
natural beauty products otherwise.

this article is about Natural health the physical, mental and in terms of looks. In being healthy it
mentions the tips of how to stop smoking.
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a How To Stop Smoking is one of the most demanded products in the market. As the people are
getting more aware about the a Beauty Products they are preferring those products which donâ€™t have
any side effect.
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